
SEWING CLASS FOR THE BEGINNER OR CONFIDENT BEGINNER  

 

Monday, March 9 - 11am Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich  

 

For the student who may be brand new to sewing or the confident 

beginner who may have had a few introductory lessons or for those 

who haven’t sewn in years.  

This class will help you to improve basic sewing knowledge and to build 

confidence to move on to more techniques and build better sewing skills. 

 

❖ You will receive hands on experience and written instructions 

on how to make a lined, zippered cosmetic case. 

Fabric, zipper and pattern included.  

 

❖ You will sew a Cork Fabric Card Wallet with decorative top 

stitching and a snap that is sew easy.  

Cork, snap and instructions included.  

 

❖ You will receive hands on experience and written instructions 

on how to sew a tote bag with pocket, french seams and boxed 

corners.  You will provide fabric and webbing for straps.  

See Supplies for Class below.  

 

❖ You will receive a Handout that covers many topics, such as  

Troubleshooting a variety of problems 

Needle and Thread Sizes and Types  

Rotary cutting - Squaring up and Pressing 

Know your Supplies, Patterns and Fabrics 

Practice Sewing on Variety of Techniques  

 

Note:  Students should have basic knowledge of their sewing machine, i.e., how to 
thread the machine, wind the bobbin and some basic stitching practice. 
 

Supplies for Class 

Basic sewing supplies, needles, pins, marking tool, snips, bobbins, etc.  

Thread - 100% cotton or polyester in a neutral color  

Rotary cutter  

Fabric glue stick  

Ruler - 6” x 18” or longer 



Sewing machine needle - 80/12 and 90/14  

Presser feet:  zipper, all purpose for zig zag, edge foot  

Optional items:  wonder clips, wonder tape  

 

Supplies for the Cosmetic Case:  

Nothing needed unless you want to use your own fabric.  

Fabric requirements:  ½ yard of outer fabric  

                                ½ yard of lining fabric 

                               ½ yard of shape flex  

(Or a fat quarter for outer fabric and a fat quarter for lining) 

 For planning purposes, please let me know if you are using your fabric.   

 

Supplies for the Cork Fabric Card Wallet  

Nothing needed.  I will have an assortment of variegated threads.  

 

Supplies for the Tote Bag: 

½ yard of fabric - select home decor, canvas, duck cloth, indoor/outdoor  

12” square of coordinating fabric for pocket  

(if you want a mesh pocket, I will have mesh available)  

3 yards of polyester or cotton webbing that is 1 inch wide for the straps  

3 yards of ribbon if you want to embellish webbing.  

(select grosgrain ribbon that is ⅝” or ¾” wide) 

Thread to match your main fabric, webbing and ribbon  

½ yard of shape flex - woven fusible interfacing  

 

 

Class registration policy:  All classes must be paid for at the time of 

registration.  If a class is cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the 

class fee will be refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours 

in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class 

handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your 

place and to avoid disappointment.  

Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not 

have time to instruct on the use of your machine 

 

If you have any questions, please contact me.     Mary Stipanovich 

850-545-2586  sydais214@gmail.com. 
Please arrive 15 minutes prior to class to set up your machine, and  feel free 

to bring lunch or snack.  

 



 

 

 


